Fürstenallee/Zukunftsmeile:

Fürstenallee 11: Faculties WW, MB, EIM, Heinz Nixdorf Institute (HNI), PACE, L-Lab, NFDI4Culture, Alumni Office

ZM1: Zukunftsmile 1: Fraunhofer-Project Group Design for Mechatronic Systems (IEM)


Technologiepark:

6: Faculties KW, EIM (Computer Science), TecUP
8: TecUP, garage 33, Faculty WW
9 and 11: Faculty KW
12: The OWL Student Fund
21: Faculty KW, HWPS (History of Women Philosophers and Scientists), Faculty EIM (subfield of mathematics), PaSCO, IFIM
HOW TO REACH US

By car: Paderborn is situated along the A33 motorway and can be reached via the A2 or A44 motorways. Take the exit “Paderborn Zentrum” and then follow the signs to “Universität” along the B64.

By public transport: From Paderborn main train station take any of the following buses to the university: Line 4 direction “Dahl”, Line 9 direction “Kaukenberg”, Line 68 direction “Schöne Aussicht”, Line “UNI” during the semester.

For the campus “Fürstenallee/Zukunftsmeile”, take bus number 11. Further information and schedules: www.padersprinter.de

Via plane: The airport Paderborn-Lippstadt is located 20 km from Paderborn and can be reached by bus (Lines S60 and 460 BBH). The nearest international airports are Frankfurt, Düsseldorf, and Hannover. Further information and flight schedules: www.airport-pad.com

CITY MAP

Paderborn University
Warburger Str. 100, D-33098 Paderborn
CAMPUS MAP

EIM  Faculty of Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Mathematics
KW  Faculty of Arts and Humanities
MB  Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
NW  Faculty of Science
WW  Faculty of Business Administration and Economics

A  Faculty NW, University Drama Group, Grant and Funding Administration, Lecture Halls A1 – A6
AM  Auditorium maximum
B  Executive Board, Advisory Board, Administration, Press, Communications and Marketing, Lecture Halls B1, B2
BI  Library
C  Faculty KW, Staff Council, Registrar’s Office, Acquisition, Lecture Halls C1, C2
D  Faculty EIM, Lecture Halls D1, D2
DW/IBFM  Institute for Research on Musical Ability
E  Faculties KW, MB, EIM, Day-Care Centre, Central Equal Opportunities Officer, KET, Family Services Office, Higher Education Development Unit, Administration
G  Lecture Hall
GTZ  Gym Center
H  Faculty KW, IMT:Media, ITD, Press, Communications and Marketing, Administration, Center for Gender Studies (ZG), Lecture Halls H1 – H7
I  Learning and Library Centre: Library, International Office, University Archive, Students Advisory Service, Centre for Language Studies (ZfS), Employment Agency, Notebook-Café, student working space
IBZ  Jenny-Aloni-House: International Meeting Centre (IBZ) and University Guesthouse
IW  Faculty MB (Engineering Science)
J  Faculties KW, NW, EIM, Library